Pevco is a U.S. owned midsized company that provides high-quality, reliable pneumatic tube systems to hospitals and medical centers for the transport of lab specimens, blood products, pharmaceuticals and other materials.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Installation costs are not included. An engineering site visit is required by Pevco in order to determine installation pricing. Any extraneous work that may be required for the installation is considered “work by others.”
Pevco builds new delivery systems from the ground up, adds to existing Pevco delivery systems and replaces or adds to other manufacturer’s systems.

Because we’re focused on healthcare, we understand that fast, accurate delivery of each and every transaction is a must! Pevco pneumatic tube systems, designed specifically for the requirements of hospitals, ensure that patient-critical materials get where they’re needed.
Pevco builds new delivery systems from the ground up, adds to existing Pevco delivery systems and replaces or adds to other manufacturer’s systems.

Because we’re focused on healthcare, we understand that fast, accurate delivery of each and every transaction is a must. Pevco pneumatic tube systems, designed specifically for the requirements of hospitals, ensure that patient-critical materials get where they’re needed.
Pevco provides high-quality, reliable pneumatic tube delivery systems to hospitals and medical centers. Our systems ensure that busy pharmacists and lab professionals can send and receive high volumes of patient-critical materials, and that nurses have reliable, easy-to-use technology at their fingertips. We also make it easy for users to receive or send empty carriers at the touch of a button.

U.S. owned and headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland, Pevco maintains customer support and sales offices throughout the U.S. and provides hospital technician training from our offices in Baltimore and Houston. Whether building a new hospital from the ground up or adding to an existing one, your material delivery will go smoothly because Pevco pneumatic tube systems operate smoothly.

**Pevco Advantages**

**Pevco Smart Path**™ – our exclusive tube and diverter system – boosts performance by decreasing wait and delivery times, providing blower redundancy and reducing system downtime.

**Pevco design and engineering services** – hired over 3 decades of improving hospital material delivery – provides system analysis, simulation and master planning for old and new systems.

**Pevco’s Smart Cent’ral Control System** – designed specifically for the requirements of healthcare professionals – features customizable controls to optimize system performance and an easy-to-use interface.

**Pevco customer support technicians** – experienced, thorough and available 24/7 – partner with our healthcare clients’ busy engineers to keep their systems running at peak efficiency.

**Pevco delivery stations** – ergonomically designed to meet the needs of busy healthcare professionals – present newly arrived carriers in the order they are received, at a height that’s easy to access.

**Pevco Carrier Management System**™ – monitors carrier counts and automatically sends empty carriers to stations in need. In addition, users can request or send an empty carrier with the touch of a button.

**Pevco V-Panel**™ – made exclusively for the 24/7 demands of hospitals – features an easily readable LCD panel and 20 programmable “hot keys” that make it easy to send carriers to the busiest locations.

**Pevco** – 100% focused on providing pneumatic tube systems to hospitals – invests all of its resources into creating products and services that cost-effectively enhance hospital material delivery.

**Pevco Delivery Stations**

**Pevco Compact Delivery Station**

Pevco’s smallest full-function station, the Space-Saver is intended for low-volume use where space and system demands are limited. This station model can be mounted on a wall or counter and comes in 4” and 6” versions.

**Pevco Standard Delivery Station**

Pevco’s Standard Station is the workhorse of our pneumatic tube delivery system. Available in 4” and 6” versions, these stations provide high-volume send and receive capability. Packed with a built-in carrier storage rack, high-capacity stations mount flush with a wall, requiring a minimal amount of floor space.

**Pevco Accusend Delivery Station**

Designed for dedicated point-to-point use between two areas of a hospital, Pevco Accusend 4” and 6” stations provide added capability alongside our full featured computer controlled multi-point systems.
Pevco provides high-quality, reliable pneumatic tube delivery systems to hospitals and medical centers. Our systems ensure that busy pharmacists and lab professionals can send and receive high volumes of patient-critical materials, and that nurses have reliable, easy-to-use technology at their fingertips. We also make it easy for users to receive or send empty carriers at the touch of a button.

U.S. owned and headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland, Pevco maintains customer support and sales offices throughout the U.S. and provides hospital technician training from our offices in Baltimore and Houston.

Whether building a new hospital from the ground up or adding to an existing one, your material delivery will go smoothly because Pevco pneumatic tube systems operate smoothly.

Pevco Advantages

Pevco Smart Path™— our exclusive tube and diverter system — boosts performance by decreasing wait and delivery times, providing blowover redundancy and reducing system downtime.

Pevco design and engineering services — hired over 3 decades of improving hospital material delivery — provides system analysis, simulation and master planning for old and new systems.

Pevco’s Smart Center Control System — designed specifically for the requirements of healthcare professionals — features customizable controls to optimize system performance and an easy to use interface.

Pevco customer support technicians — experienced, thorough and available 24/7 — partner with our healthcare clients’ busy engineers to keep their systems running at peak efficiency.

Pevco delivery stations — ergonomically designed to meet the needs of busy healthcare professionals — present newly arrived carriers in the order they are received, at a height that’s easy to access.

Pevco Carrier Management System™ — monitors carrier counts and automatically sends empty carriers to stations in need. In addition, users can request or send an empty carrier with the touch of a button.

Pevco V-Panel™ — designed specifically for the 24/7 demands of hospitals — features an easier-to-read LCD panel and 20 programmable “hot keys” that make it easier to send carriers to the busiest locations.

Pevco — 100% focused on providing pneumatic tube systems to hospitals — invests all of its resources into creating products and services that cost-effectively enhance hospital material delivery.

Pevco Systems

New Systems

For small systems and large, complex ones alike, Pevco delivery systems are designed to integrate seamlessly into any hospital environment. Our flexible, intelligent systems are cost-effective and consistently improve the delivery of medications, specimens and supplies.

System Expansion

We are expert at expanding hospital pneumatic tube delivery systems. Whether you need one additional station or a dozen to accommodate a new hospital tower, we can easily add stations, diverters and blowers, to meet your existing needs.

System Conversion

Pevco has decades of experience converting inefficient pneumatic tube systems to efficient, cost-effective Pevco systems. Our systems are 100% compatible with other manufacturers’ systems and are not dependent on expensive proprietary parts.

www.pevco.com

Pevco Delivery Stations

Pevco Compact Delivery Station

Pevco’s smallest full-function station, the Space-Saver is intended for low-volume use where space and system demands are limited. This station model can be mounted on a wall or counter and comes in 4” and 6” versions.

Pevco Standard Delivery Station

Pevco’s Standard Station is the workhorse of our pneumatic tube delivery system. Available in 4” and 6” versions, these stations provide high-volume send and receive capability. Fitted with a built-in carrier storage rack, high-capacity stations mount flush with a wall, requiring a minimal amount of floor space.

Pevco Accusend Delivery Station

Designed for dedicated point-to-point use between two areas of a hospital, Pevco Accusend 4” and 6” stations provide added capability alongside our full featured computer controlled multi-point systems.

Pevco Maxi Delivery Station

Our 4-port Maxi Station, available in 4” and 6” versions, is designed for high-volume areas that need flexible send and receive capability.

Pevco 4” x 7” Station

Available in standard and space-saver configurations, Pevco’s 4” x 7” Stations allow the same reliable electronics as our 4” and 6” stations.
Pevco provides high-quality, reliable pneumatic tube delivery systems to hospitals and medical centers. Our systems ensure that busy pharmacists and lab professionals can send and receive high volumes of patient-critical materials, and that nurses have reliable, easy-to-use technology at their fingertips. We also make it easy for users to receive or send empty carriers at the touch of a button.

U.S. owned and headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland, Pevco maintains customer support and sales offices throughout the U.S. and provides hospital technician training from our offices in Baltimore and Houston.

Whether building a new hospital from the ground up or adding to an existing one, your material delivery will go smoothly because Pevco pneumatic tube systems operate smoothly.

**Pevco Advantages**

- **Pevco Smart Path®** – our exclusive tube and diverter system – boosts performance by decreasing wait and delivery times, providing blower redundancy and reducing system downtime.
- **Pevco design and engineering services** – hired over 3 decades of improving hospital material delivery – provides system analysis, simulation and master planning for old and new systems.
- **Pevco’s Smart Center Control System** – designed specifically for the requirements of healthcare professionals – features customizable controls to optimize system performance and an easy to use interface.
- **Pevco customer support technicians** – experienced, thorough and available 24/7 – partner with our healthcare clients’ facility engineers to keep their systems running at peak efficiency.
- **Pevco delivery stations** – ergonomically designed to meet the needs of busy healthcare professionals – present newly arrived carriers in the order they are received, at a height that’s easy to access.
- **Pevco Carrier Management System** – monitors carrier counts and automatically sends empty carriers to stations in need. In addition, users can request or send an empty carrier with the touch of a button.
- **Pevco V-Panel®** – made exclusively for the 24/7 demands of hospitals – features an easier-to-read LCD panel and 20 programmable “hot keys” that make it easier to send carriers to the busiest locations.
- **Pevco** – 100% focused on providing pneumatic tube systems to hospitals – invests all of its resources into creating products and services that cost-effectively enhance hospital material delivery.

**Pevco Delivery Stations**

- **Pevco Compact Delivery Station**
  - Pevco’s smallest full-function station, the Space-Saver is intended for low-volume use where space and system demands are limited. This station model can be mounted on a wall or counter and comes in 4" and 6" versions.

- **Pevco Standard Delivery Station**
  - Pevco’s Standard Station is the workhorse of our pneumatic tube delivery system. Available in 4" and 6" versions, these stations provide high-volume send and receive capability. Pevco’s full line of control stations and high-capacity stations mount flush with a wall, requiring a minimal amount of floor space.

- **Pevco Accusend Delivery Station**
  - Pevco Accusend Delivery Station is designed for dedicated point-to-point-use between two areas of a hospital. Pevco Accusend 4" and 6" stations provide added capability alongside our full featured computer controlled multi-point systems.

- **Pevco Maxi Delivery Station**
  - Our 4-port Maxi Station, available in 4" and 6" versions, is designed for high-volume areas that need flexible send and receive capability.

**Pevco Customer Support**

- Help Desk
- On-Site Service
- Spare Parts
- Preventive Maintenance
- Training

**New Systems**

For small systems and large, complex ones alike, Pevco delivery systems are designed to integrate seamlessly into any hospital environment. Our flexible, intelligent systems are cost-effective and consistently improve the delivery of medications, specimens and supplies.

**System Expansion**

We are an expert at expanding hospital pneumatic tube delivery systems. Whether you need one additional station or a dozen to accommodate a new hospital tower, we can easily add stations, diverters and blowers, to meet your existing needs.

**System Conversion**

Pevco has decades of experience converting inefficient pneumatic tube systems to efficient, cost-effective Pevco systems. Our systems are 100% compatible with other manufacturers’ systems and are not dependent on an expensive proprietary parts.

**www.pevco.com**
Pevco builds new delivery systems from the ground up, adds to existing Pevco delivery systems and replaces or adds to other manufacturer’s systems.

Because we’re focused on healthcare, we understand that fast, accurate delivery of each and every transaction is a must! Pevco pneumatic tube systems, designed specifically for the requirements of hospitals, ensure that patient-critical materials get where they’re needed.